Theoretical aspects
===================

This paper reports progress in construction of a new network structure, called the InfoMax Gene Network, for exploring genome-scale inter-relationships among families of genes in order to specify pathways activated during the experiments that perturb a control system. The basic mathematical theory, called Empirical Topology, provides the conceptual framework to estimate the affinity of families of genes according to their purported function in the course of perturbations. In the empirical topology approach to systems biology, the set of genes is endowed with a certain geometric structure, so that a genomic space is constructed according to representations of systems-level information carried by the gene expression data, as \'perturbed signals\' carry information regarding the noise or other factors underlying the perturbation relative to the control group. Consideration of constrained symmetries in empirical topology of the genome space provides a representation that is \'essentially unique\' relative to the entropy contents of each possible signal. Application of information theory to the above-mentioned signals provides a collection of gene families in the genomic space that indicate the nodes of the InfoMax Gene Network.

Experimental and biological aspects
===================================

In our previous research we have determined the striatal mRNA expression profiles associated with dyskenesia and its reversal by the pergolide-ketanserin regimen. In experiments designed to investigate the systems biology of pergolide-ketanserin drug action, dyskinetic rats are treated subcutaneously once a day: for group A, the rats receive pergolide followed by ketanserin; for group B, the rats receive pergolide followed by saline; for group C, the control group, the rats receive saline on both occasions. 6-Hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-lesioned rats were treated with l-dopa twice a day for 21 days (days 1 -- 21) to induce abnormal involuntary movements (AIM), a model of LID. The expression levels of mRNA are recorded for 27,342 genes. The normalized values provide triplets of positive numbers D = { (*A*(*n*), *B*(*n*), *C*(*n*)) : *n*= 1,2,\... 27342}. In this application, empirical topology on the genomic space is constructed according to the representation of the gene expression data A and B as \'perturbation of the signal\' carried by the control group C. The constrained symmetries in empirical topology of the rat genome are shown to be certain permutations of the values in the data, and suitable choices of such symmetries provide an organization of the three data sets that is \'unique\' relative to the entropy contents of the signals. The InfoMax Gene Network is further constructed according to the above-mentioned theory. The biological advantage of this approach is in extracting significant functional/pathway features that are inherent in the data sets and do not require guesses or additional hypotheses that could be hard to verify under present circumstances of gene array technology. We present tables of gene families and their information-theoretic relationships, as well as the corresponding biological interpretation in the context of gene-protein networks and pathways.
